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4    The Three MosT IMporTanT 
ThIngs: servIce, servIce, 
and More servIce
by Jeffrey R Clark, Ph.D. 
Most consumers realize the importance 
of customer service—and that importance 
increases quickly as the products being 
purchased become more expensive or more 
complicated. Just look at some of the 
product reviews at Amazon.com or another 
online retailer to see how important customer 
service is; many reviews will either extol the 
excellent customer service received when 
a product isn’t up to par or lambaste the 
company for not backing up its products. 
Honestly, would you purchase a product 
for which many reviewers have cited lousy 
customer service?
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8     UndersTandIng 
MaInTenance conTracTs 
For eLecTrIcaL eqUIpMenT 
In daTa cenTers
by S. Frank Waterer
Often data center managers complain that 
their maintenance contracts do not meet 
up with their intended expectations.  This 
article will provide a brief summary of 
common issues involving facilities managers 
of data centers and the selected electrical 
maintenance service provider.  In addition, 
this article will provide a brief checklist of 
items that a data center manager should 
review and incorporate into his or her 
desired maintenance check list, to help keep 
expectations in line with the desires of the 
intended maintenance contract.  This article 
is not intended to provide guidelines and legal 
counseling toward the construction of any 
type of binding legal document. 
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14  BenchMarkIng 
daTacenTers ThroUgh 
Leed 2009
by Brian Richard, Kapil Upadhyaya and Brandon 
McDaniel
The value of benchmarking lies in its ability 
to set goals like investment, operation costs 
and carbon savings. However, benchmarking 
complex processes is often a challenging 
exercise. For one, it’s difficult to separate 
these processes into components due to 
interdependencies; secondly, there can be 
large variations in components from process 
to process. Datacenter operation easily falls 
into the above type of processes. 

IT BUSIneSS
18  codesTInY reLaTIonshIps 

In chIna
by George F Brown and David G Hartman
About a decade ago, businesses started 
to become aware of the magnitude of the 
challenges associated with doing business 
in China, but the opportunity it clearly there, 
and it will challenge many firms to realize it.  
The byline below offers info on how focusing 
on the realities of CoDestiny relationships 
in China will be a key step in the process by 
which that challenge is met.

21  changIng The sTaTUs qUo 
For secUrITY
by Brian Berger
With Cloud Computing growing rapidly, the 
need for improved security increases even 
further. TCG expects the TPM to play an 
important role to strengthen and complement 
the security services in any cloud operating 
system or hypervisor, especially with the 
strong authentication that the TPM enables

daTa cenTer 
oPerATIonS

24  ensUrIng cUsToMer 
saTIsFacTIon - WhaT To 
expecT FroM YoUr co-Lo 
provIder

It’s a well known fact that price and quality 
bring in customers, but it is customer service 
that keeps them.  The data center co-location 
industry has become a commodity where 
price brings customers to the door, but the 
lack of customer service has many begging 
to walk back out. Co-location customers are 
lured into the price trap not knowing what 
lingers inside lacks the availability, security 
and accessibility that they desire.

IToPS
26  The IMporTance oF 

cUsToMer sUrveYs
by Jeffrey R Clark, Ph.D.
A lack of customer service may well be the 
biggest current deficiency in business in 
general and in the IT industry in particular. 
But what is a company to do about it? Well, 
it can’t address a problem if it doesn’t know 
what that problem is. Getting feedback 
from customers is obviously the best way 
to determine if a company’s service meets 
their expectations, but simply waiting for 
customers to make an unsolicited call or to 
send a spontaneous email is not the best 
approach.

28  aUToMaTIng The vIrTUaL 
daTa cenTer 
by Mark Townsend
If your company is like most organizations, 
virtualization has become a fact of life in 
your data center.  And it is transforming 
many aspects of the data center – resulting 
in better system utilization, application 
availability and cost savings in hardware and 
energy use.  For these reasons and others, 
virtualization technologies are being deployed 
to drive the efficiency and effectiveness of 
data center resources. 
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Uptime. Uptime. Uptime. 
Server Technology helps you improve it.

 Reducing downtime. Heat issues. 
Overloaded servers. Tracking down zombies. Life 
is not easy for a data center manager.
 Server Technology’s Intelligent Power 
Distribution Units and Sentry Power ManagerTM 
help you measure, monitor and control your 
power usage. We can help improve your uptime 
and energy efficiency while reducing your carbon 
footprint and operating costs. We provide 

© 2010 Server Technology, Inc. Sentry and Sentry Power Manager are trademarks of Server Technology, Inc.

Solutions for the Data Center Equipment Cabinet

www.servertech.com
1-775-284-2000

EMEA: +44 (0)1628.509053       APAC: +65 9739.0396
Germany: +49 202 693917x0

Email: salesint@servertech.com

solutions that give you the critical information 
you need to run your data center better. 
 To learn more about our entire line of 
rack level Intelligent Power Distribution Units 
and our Sentry Power ManagerTM  monitoring 
system, visit www.servertech.com today.
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DESIGN 
CornEr

The value of benchmarking lies in its ability to set goals like investment, operation costs 
and carbon savings. However, benchmarking complex processes is often a challenging 

exercise. For one, it’s difficult to separate these processes into components due to 
interdependencies; secondly, there can be large variations in components from process 

to process. Datacenter operation easily falls into the above type of processes. 

Benchmarking 
Data Centers 

through LEED 2009
by brian riCharD, kaPil uPaDhyaya anD branDon mcDaniel

introDuCtion

There are two types of ratings which have become 
standard practice for buildings: Design Rating, 
which evaluates design of buildings; and Op-
erational Rating, which evaluates operation of 
buildings. Presently, due to the complex nature of 

datacenter buildings, there is no consistent metric adopted by 
the industry. Notably, operational cost of datacenters stands-
out far above that of other building types due to high energy 
consumption. This is why many performance metrics for 
datacenters focus on energy consumption. 

benChmarking tools

The following table shows all the metrics and perfor-
mance criteria being used by the datacenter industry:The 
‘bytes/Btu’ metric is probably the most appropriate energy 
metric as it truly relates the datacenter process, that of com-
puting, to energy consumption. As mentioned earlier, all of the 
above except LEED NC focus solely on energy consumption. 

energy effiCienCy measures

Energy efficiency measures in datacenters target loads, 
operations, cooling equipment, air-side and water-side sys-
tems. Some of the “best practices” are: 

Tool Organization Metric Comments
 

Target Finder EPA’s Energy Star Btu/sf Design Energy Use 
Intensity (EUI)

 

Portfolio Manager EPA’s Energy Star Btu/sf Operational  EUI
 

(Under 
development)

Green Grid 
Consortium bytes/Btu Data Center Energy 

Productivity
 

DC-PRO DOE Btu/Btu Power Use 
Effectiveness

 

LEED NC USGBC
Btu/sf; other 
metrics for 
water, waste, 
etc.

Design EUI; other 
metrics include 
assessment of site, 
materials, indoor 
air-quality and water 
consumption 

• Server Load / Computing Operations 
High efficiency power supplies and virtualization technology 

are constantly evolving, as are variable speed servers. A well defined 
Load Management Program also contributes significantly to energy 
efficiency.
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• Cooling Equipment 
Measures in this category include: liquid cooling with high 

wattage per rack, optimized chilled water plants, free cooling,  heat 
recovery and variable-speed distribution fans. 

• Air Delivery
An integrated design process involving IT and HVAC engi-

neer can avoid airflow design failures. Follow-ups between the two 
during operation ensure successful execution of design.  Additional 
considerations include:  overhead supply with VAVs,  capping of 
cold aisles and blank-off plates in racks.

• Use of Air-Side & Water-Side Economizers
Depending on the climate, these can provide low-energy 

cooling, plant redundancy, whileavoiding particulates in datahall. 

While the above measures represent “best practices” for 
energy efficiency in datacenters, there are other aspects that 
make datacenters resource intensive: high equipment density, low 
pollutant levels, emergency power backup and expensive energy 
contracts. To achieve a truly sustainable datacenter program, 
designers and operators need to integrate site selection, materials & 
resources and indoor environment quality in the overall design and 
operation strategy. Presently, LEED is the only rating system that 
benchmarks all of the above. LEED 2009 vs. LEED 2.2

The LEED rating system has undergone a significant 
metamorphosis in the last decade from the point of being geared 
towards office buildings to being inclusive of all building types.  
The success of LEED lies in its ability to exhaustively address sus-
tainability issues under the following categories – Sustainable Sites 
(SS), Water Efficiency (WE), Energy and Atmosphere (EA), Mate-
rials & Resources (MR) and Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ). 
A ‘Design Rating’ like LEED-CS or LEED-NC acts as a third-party 
quality-control mechanism for building/system designers. The 
other factor for LEED’s success is its post-occupancy program, 
LEED-EBOM, which if adopted serves as the ‘Operational Rating’ 
and provides a third-party quality-control for building managers. 
The LEED rating system thus establishes benchmarks for design 
and operation processes thereby offering a roadmap of continuous 
improvement. 

Until LEED 2.2, many sustainability issues were given equal 
weight age. However, with LEED 3.0 there is a marked increase in 
weight age carried by some of the site and energy credits. Credits 
are now more aligned between all LEED rating systems (NC, CS, 
Schools) under a common criteria. Each rating system is now 
standardized to 100 points with an additional six (6) points for 
Innovation and Design and four (4) points for Regional Priority. 
This standardization allows for easier comparison of performance 
of LEED Projects from different rating systems. 

comparison of Maximum Points Awarded between LEED-NC V2.2 & 
LEED 2009:

Category LEED-NC v2.2 LEED-NC & Major 
Renovations 2009

   

Sustainable Sites (SS) 14 26
   

Water Efficiency (WE) 5 10
   

Energy & Atmosphere (EA) 17 35
   

Materials & Resource 13 14
   

Indoor Environmental Quality 15 15
   

Innovation & Design 5 5
   

Regional Credits 0 5
   

Total points 69 110

On an average, each LEED point has gone down in value 
from about 1.4% to 0.9%.
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However, EA and SS credits have gained value as is described 
below:

a.  EA Credit 1 – Optimize Energy Performance, has the highest 
increase in points. Now “19 points” are possible (compared to “10” 
previously) with a range of energy cost percentage savings from 
12% to 48%. More increments have been added. This will help data-
center design because there are now more increments available for 
the taking. The Optimize Energy Performance credit has 50% more 
weight age than previously while baseline systems have remained 
unchanged for datacenters. This is due to lack of specific guidelines 
for modeling datacenter systems. 
Because of a higher weight age to this credit, Design dependency 
(equipment, floor layout and data hall HVAC distribution), Opera-
tional dependency (day to day operations and stacking procedure) 
and “best practices”  can play a major role in achieving more points.
Other credits that have gone up by 1 point, gained value and are 
dependent on EA1 are: EA Credit 2 (Onsite Renewable Energy) and 
EA Credit 6 (Green Power).

b.  EA Credit 5.1, 5.2 - Measurement & Verification,  has up to “6 
points” (compared to “1” previously). It has gained almost 65% 
more weight age.  It will be easily achieved in datacenters (though 
typically difficult on most buildings) because most of these employ 
separate metering and an energy management program. 

c. SS Credit 2 - Development Density & Community Connectivity, 
has up to “5 points” (compared to “1” previously).
Its favorable for datacenters built within heavily populated/de-
veloped cities and away from rural areas. Greenfield datacenters 
(LEED-NC) will not benefit from this point. It is not cost-effective 
to build them in densely populated areas due to higher real-estate 
prices. This point will benefit retrofitted datacenters (LEED-CI). A 
datacenter located in a suburban rather than an urban area can be 
negatively affected by this credit.

d. SS Credit 4.1 – Alternative Transportation – Public Transporta-
tion, has up to “6 points” (compared to “1” previously).
Its favorable for datacenters located in urban areas of city rather 
than residential areas. HOWEVER, few datacenters are retrofitted 
or built new in urban areas due to real-estate prices (for new con-
struction), constraints in multi-story ceiling heights (existing build-
ings) and oddly shaped buildings which make for in-effective use 
of space (i.e. can’t effectively fit very many racks in the space). Ideal 
space as of late has been populated areas of cities containing one or 
two story office buildings. These buildings typically are not in close 
proximity to rail stations or proposed rail stations due to the lack 
of workers in the area. The same reasoning applies to availability of 
bus stops. It is our opinion that the increased value of this point will 
hurt rather than help data center construction. A datacenter located 

in a suburban rather than an urban area can be negatively affected 
by this credit. 

e. SS Credit 4.3 – Alternative Transportation – Low-Emitting and 
Fuel Efficient Vehicles, has up to “3 points”” (compared to “1” previ-
ously).  Points should be easily obtainable as have always been in 
this case with datacenters. Retrofitted datacenters usually have large 
parking lots with more space than needed. Number of employees is 
small that 5% of parking for fuel efficient vehicles is easily obtained. 
It will be easily achieved in new construction as well. Discounted 
parking rate (at least 20%) can be given in lieu of preferred parking. 

f. SS Credit 4.4 – Alternate Transportation – Parking Capacity, 
has up to “2 points” (compared to “1” previously). This point is 
dependent on site-design to provide carpool parking similar to low-
emitting parking. It will be easily obtained for datacenter design/
construction due to low number of employees.

Finally, Region Priority Credit has been introduced now that 
reward a point for addressing specific issues in different regions of 
the country. For example in downtown Houston, TX the following 
will earn an extra point: stormwater quality control, stormwater 
quantity control, 75% construction waste diversion, an extra 1% 
over energy saving threshold.

environmental PerformanCe Criteria 
guiDe for neW DataCenters

The EPCG represents an ideal adaptation of the LEED rat-
ing system for datacenters. The guide was developed based on 
LEED2.2 by LBNL on behalf of California Energy Commission. 
The salient features of this guide include omission of certain cred-
its, inclusion and modification of others, and also some redistribu-
tion of credit weight age. 

The following credits/pre-requisites are omitted:  
n Alternative Transportation (SS)
n Rapidly Renewable Materials (MR)
n Certified wood (MR)
n Environmental Tobacco Smoke Control (IEQ)
n Low-emitting materials (IEQ)
n Indoor chemical and pollution source control (IEQ)
n Controllability of systems - thermal comfort (IEQ)
n Thermal comfort (IEQ)
n Daylighting and Views (IEQ)

The following credits are added:
n Pre-requisite2 Fuel Storage and Handling, Storm Water Dis-

charge Protection -(to prevent oil spills during re-fueling)
n Site Development, Impacts to Local Infrastructure (to promote 

Energy efficiency programs, alone, fall short of addressing some other important resource 
conservation strategies for datacenters. LEED 2009 currently remains the best rating 

system to benchmark datacenters. New construction or renovation projects, that opt for a 
LEED rating system now, will be able to benchmark many resources while still having the 

opportunity to adapt later to newer rating systems. 
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sites closer to generation facilities)
n Site Development, Noise Impacts (to 

reduce noise generation)
n Site Development, Air Quality and Emis-

sions Impacts ( to reduce emissions)
n Pre-requisite4 Minimum Energy Metering 

(to promote metering & trending)
n Enhanced Energy Sub-metering & Auto-

mated Reporting of Metrics of Perfor-
mance (promote ongoing measurement 
and verification)

n Datacenter Acoustic Environment (to pro-
mote acoustically designed white spaces). 

The EPCG retains the core structure 
of LEED2.2 while making relevant modi-
fications. It represents the next adaptation 
that USGBC may incorporate in “LEED for 
Datacenters”. 

ConClusion

Energy efficiency programs, alone, fall 
short of addressing some other important 
resource conservation strategies for datacen-
ters. LEED 2009 currently remains the best 
rating system to benchmark datacenters. 
New construction or renovation projects, 
that opt for a LEED rating system now, 
will be able to benchmark many resources 
while still having the opportunity to adapt 
later to newer rating systems. The current 
shortcomings in LEED can be overcome by 
certain modifications more attuned towards 
datacenters. LEED 2009 can be viewed as a 
step closer in the direction.   n
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